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Town  get the latest breaking news across the us on abcnews the origins of whiskey can be tracked back to the 
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2 of 2 review helpful A witty little book By James Reichardt This witty and spirited collection of historical vignettes 
captures the flavor of a bustling ambitious Illinois town with a fabled past and hopeful future The authors bring to life 
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the vital characters of Peoria s past in a way that makes the reader feel that Peoria is his home town even if it isn t 
From the lovable scoundrels to the foremost thinkers and sh Will it play in Peoria was an old Vaudeville phrase 
meaning Will it appeal to the average person The Illinois city has gained fame through the years but more often as the 
butt of jokes or as an example of the typical Middle American town than through any recognition of its many 
accomplishments But it had greatness in its grasp and more than once Peoria boasts a string of close brushes with 
prosperity any one of which could have made it a Chicago or a St Loui About the Author It Didn rsquo t Play in Peoria 
explores the city rsquo s history from this unique perspective of missed chances lost causes and plain bad luck a 
cautionary tale of Middle America Authors Greg Wahl and Charles Bobbitt are long time Peoria re 
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